
We help solve the industry’s
toughest challenges 
3-GIS is used by companies worldwide to plan, design, 
construct, and manage their networks more efficiently and 
effectively.  Our web-based software and services offer our 
customers network management solutions, allowing them 
to expedite their time to revenue, protect the integrity of 
their data, and inform business decisions throughout their 
entire organization.

Revenue realization 
Increase your speed to 
revenue with automation

Company Overview

Data veracity 
Scale operations without 
losing or damaging data

Enterprise data 
Share OSP data across 
your entire business

>  Service providers

>  Engineering firms

>  Utility companies

>  Municipalities

>  Campus enterprises

About us 
Since 2006, 3-GIS has been helping the telecom industry achieve better results.  3-GIS solves the 
problems of the telcommunications industry for managing physical network assets with SaaS delivered 
software and expert services. The company is headquartered in Decatur, Alabama, USA with auxiliary 
offices in Bern, Switzerland and Tampa, Florida, USA. Our US offices have development, design services, 
product support, and project management teams, while our Bern office has sales and support teams. All 
challenging the status quo every day to improve the economic efficiencies of fiber networks; creating a 
more connected, informed, and lighted world.

3-GIS offers a full suite of network management applications including a browser-based application, 
mobile application, an administrator application, and extension tools for planning and designing networks, 
as well as services to support our software.

Trusted by many
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Our products

3-GIS is a global leader in delivering fiber management solutions for modern networks.  The company’s technology is used to manage over 23 million miles of fiber 
networks and has been used to design over 4 million FTTH installations. Backed by world-class professional services and customer support, 3-GIS delivers the solutions 
that enables more accurate and faster response to fiber network deployment and management.  

3-GIS | Web
Model where network assets are located and 
understand how they interact to bring service to the 
end customer.

3-GIS | Mobile
Improve the efficiencies of critical rideouts by 
putting network data directly in the hands of work 
crews.

3-GIS | Prospector
Bring the speed of a routing engine to create routes 
in minutes.

3-GIS | Network Express
Apply user-defined architectural rules to design the 
network that meets the business needs.

Engineering Services
Put experts and 3-GIS applications into practice to 
help win and deliver new projects.

Contact us for a full 
demo and learn how 

3-GIS can benefit your 
organization.

+1 256.560.0744
sales@3-GIS.com
www.3-GIS.com
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3-GIS network management solutions are designed to address industry’s business needs in a way that 
makes sense for users in every role in the enterprise while lowering the total cost of ownership. This 
means lightening the data transfer load, reducing computing requirements, making it easy to interface 
with other business systems, improving scalability and usability, reducing maintenance needs, and 
providing information in the ways users need to see it while maintaining data integrity. Our software 
and services are built on a solid architecture for innovations that encompasses every stage of the 
physical network expansion and operation.


